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Karl A. Kendrick, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor, 
by mesne assignments, to Appliance Develop 
ment Company, Oak Park, Mich., a corporation. 
of Michigan 
Application August 11, 1945, Serial No. 610,26 

This invention relates to nozzles for vacuum 
cleaners and the like, being particularly Con 
cerned with the construction of nozzles for use 
with remotely located suction apparatus, the 
parts being connected by a hose or tube. Which 
also, at least in part, constitutes the handle for 
the nozzle. 
A further object is the provision of a nozzle 

construction having a relatively large active SUr 
face area, all of which is rendered effective by 
reason of the novel provision of suction channels 
So distributed thereover and so interconnected 
as to define areas of relatively lower and higher 
Suction, the high suction area, being concentrated 
in a narrow transverse channeled section extend 
ing across the mid portion of the nozzle surface, 
While the lower Suction areas are arranged far 
ther from the center, also defined by channels 
extending entirely across the nozzle, certain of 
the channels having ends exposed at the front 
and back edges of the nozzles. 
is to incorporate dividing partitions between the 
suction channels, which partitions also include 
portions constituting teeth adapted to loosen 
matter adhering to the surface being cleaned, the 
teeth being flush. With the bottom. Of the nozzle 
and so arranged that they can not injure or 
catch upon delicate materials. 

in the drawingS: 
Fig. 1 is a view partly in central section and 

A related object. 
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but substantially sealed with respect to the el 
bows. The elbows are at their other ends secured 
to a plate 6, openings 8 being provided in the 
plate through which the elbows project, and in 
which they may be secured by welding or other 
WSe. 
One of the elbow Sections, as 5, is provided 

with a lug or boss 20, tapped for the reception 
of a set Screw conveniently extended into a han 
dle portion 2 ?, by means of which the T 2 may 
be fixed against rotation when desired. 
As best shown in FigS. 2, 3, 6 and 7, the plate 

6 extends the full length of the nozzle construc 
tion, and projects at its ends beyond the elbows 
and forms the cleaning head. My preferred 
cleaning head for surfaces, such as rugs and 
floors, which do not require brushing, is of flat, 
plate-like construction, of hard material, such 
as metal or hard rubber. 

Referring to Fig. 4, it will be seen that the 
botton of the plate forming the cleaning head 

partly in Side elevation. Of - a Vacuum clearner 
nozzle incorporating the principles of this in 
vention. . . . . 

Fig. 2 is a transverse section taken Substan 
tially on the line. 2-2 of Fig. 1, and looking 
in the direction of the arrowS. . . 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but with the 
parts in a different position. . . . 

Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the cleaning 
plate certain parts shown in the figures being i; 
omitted. 

Fig. 5 is a bottom plan view of a modified form 
of cleaning plate certain parts shown in the fig 
ures being omitted. 

Fig. 8 is a top plan view of the nozzle structure 
and 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view thereof. 
Referring now to the drawings, it Will be seen 

that the head of the nozzle, through which the 
air. is conducted, via a hollow handle or the 
like, is comprised of tubular or pipe sections a S 
sembled and rotatable with relation to each 
other. These include an inverted T 2 and a 
pair of elbows 14-15, the cross head portion 
of the T extending into and being rotatable 

is grooved to provide air channels arranged in 
a novel manner to restrict and control the air 
flow through and from the various parts of the 
Surface against which the plate is pressed, this 
being effected by controlling the flow of air to 
the eduction openings 8, in a manner which is 
also dependent upon the permeability of the 
Surface being cleaned, and the tightness with 
which the plate is pressed against it. Surround 
ing the openingS 8 Wall portions as 4 are pro 
vided. It will be seen that this and the other 
wall or baffle portions may constitute substan 
tially the thickness of the plate, which is chan 
neled and relieved to define them, either by 
machining or casting. OpeningS 8 Communicate 
only with a narrow channel 52 extending trans 
versely of the plate and connecting such two 
openings. Walls 4 bounding channel 42 are 
relieved only by Small lateral cut-out openings 
43, which greatly restrict communication with 
the remainder of the plate when the latter is 
pressed against the Surface being treated. Chan 
nel 42 will be seen to constitute the area of 
highest vacuum, while on either side of Such 
channel, separated therefron by the walls 4, 
are channels 45 of lesser vacuum, which also 
extend across the plate. When the plate is 
pressed against a Surface to which it conforms, 
air may be drawn from the channels 45 only 
through the openings 43, although it will be 

55 

understood that ordinarily Some air also flows 
between the Walls 4 and the Surface being 
cleaned, and directly through the material being 
cleaned. Channels 50 of lower vacuum are pro 
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vided nearer the front and the back edges of 
the plate, between which and the intermediate 
vacuum channels 45 angularly disposed connect 
ing channels as 47-48 are provided, intersecting 
each other in such fashion as to form upon the 
surface of the plate teeth portions having angular 
ends, as 46-49, the bottoms of such teeth por 
tions being flush with and forming part of the 
surface of the plate. These and the other Wall 
defining portions between the channels 42-45 
5, lying in a common plane. Channels 4-48 
extend to the edges of the plate, as also do por 
tions of the channels 45, providing effective air 
paths through which air and dirt may be drawn 
directly from the edges of the plate. This ar 
rangement greatly facilitates cleaning in corners, 
close to walls, furniture and other objects. 

O 

5 

Considering the entire channel arrangement, 
it will be appreciated that their decreasing pro 
portionate area, as the distance from the inlet 
openings 8 becomes greater, insures relatively 
high air velocity, and consequently more effective 
cleaning. This, together with the teeth formed 
by the angular intersecting channels, insures ef 
fectively loosening lint, threads and other ob-. 
jects sticking to the nap of the material, So that 
When the high vacuum portion is passed there 
over, if not before, such things are readily re 
moved and drawn into the cleaner. 
In addition to the dirt loosening teeth 45-49, 

it is also sometimes desirable to provide a more 
positive nap agitation or Scraping action. So as 
to effectively dislodge material adhering tightly 
to the surfaces being cleaned. 
Such agitation and scraping is accomplished 

by the element shown best in Figs. , 6 and 7. In 
these figures, the nozzle structure is shown as 
provided with an L-section plate 6. Overlying 
one longitudinal edge of the plate 6 and extend 
ing downwardly along such edge, this depending 
portion being provided with blunt teeth 6. 
The plate 60 is carried on suitable studs 62 On 

Which it slides freely up and down, being limited 
in its upward movement by the nuts S3 and 
supported in its upward position by a Suitable 
flexible spring 64. In its upper position, the teeth. 
S. are well above the level of the botton face 
of the nozzle, as indicated in Fig. 2, but when 
the plate is pushed down, the teeth 6 extend 
slightly below such face as shown in Fig. 3. 
This movement of the plate 60 is accomplished 

by fixing to its upper side a Small plate 66 ha.V- 
ing its forward edge 6 turned up and curved 
over as shown in FigS. 2 and 3 and its rear edge 
also turned up as at 68, so that when the T 
2 is rotated downwardly, it strikes these edges 
67-68, or one of them, and presses down the 
plate to the position of Fig. 3. Of course, as soon 
as the T is moved up again, the plate 60 immedi 
ately rises. 
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4. 
Fig. 5 illustrates a modified form of the nozzle 

of Fig. 4 in which the modification consists 
chiefly in providing a continuous ridge 7 around 
the outer edge of the nozzle face. 
The present application is being filed to take 

the place of abandoned application Serial No. 
122,105, filed January 25, 1937. 

I claim: 
1. A nozzle member for Suction cleaners and 

the like, comprising a plate having a substan 
tially flat bottom surface, a pair of spaced air 
eduction openings extending therethrough, a, 
channel connecting Said openings, an additional 
channel extending transversely of the plate and 
Spaced from Said first mentioned channel, means 
providing restricted communication between Said 
channels, a third channel Spaced from both of 
Said first mentioned channels, and additional 
connecting channels providing restricted com 
munication between the last-mentioned channel 
and the Second mentioned channel, all of Said 
channels being open to the said bottom surface. 

2. A nozzle member for Suction cleaners and 
the like, comprising a plate having a substan 
tially flat bottom surface, a pair of spaced air 
eduction openings extending therethrough, a 
channel connecting said openings, an additional 
channel extending transversely of the plate and 
Spaced from Said first-mentioned channel, means 
providing restricted communication between said 
channels, a third channel spaced from both of 
Said first mentioned channels, and a plurality 
of additional connecting channels providing re 
stricted communication between and obliquely 
intersecting the last mentioned channel and the 
Second mentioned channel, and diverging from 
Said first mentioned channel, said additional 
communicating channels providing a greater area, 
of communication between said Second and third 
mentioned channels than between the first and 
Second mentioned channels, all of Said channels 
being open to the said bottom surface. 

KARIA. KENDRCK. 
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